
One Click 791 

Chapter 791: Ten-level one-key empowerment! 

"In addition to people, I want your money!" 

Su Lang smiled secretly in his heart, with a slight smile on the surface, "Now everyone gives me all of 

their wealth. I will use it to refine pills and immortals, and then return it to you." 

"Yes!" 

"Emperor Lang is going to personally refine pills and weapons for us. This is another generous gift!" 

"Yeah, although I am required to wait until I surrender all my wealth, but how much of our possessions 

we have, Langdi simply looks down on it. All this is not for our good." 

"Not bad." 

"..." 

Everyone talked about it and handed over all their belongings. 

Not only the spirit jade, the fairy jade, all the materials, but also all the exercises were handed over at Su 

Lang's request. 

Like Xiao Lutian and Li Feilou, they only left some personal belongings. 

But there are some beautiful martial artists who gave Su Lang their underwear together, not knowing 

what they were thinking. 

All the belongings of everyone were collected. 

Su Lang's storage space suddenly piled up into hills. 

The variety of refining materials, alchemy materials, and various exercises are dazzling and dazzling. 

Among them, there are the most items from Xiao Lutian and Li Feilou, and even emperor-level 

materials. 

In addition to this, the things that made Su Lang most concerned were the fairy jade and the spirit jade. 

"system!" 

Su Lang ordered, "Deposit all spirit jade and fairy jade!" 

"Ding! All spirit jade and fairy jade have been deposited in the system!" 

"Ding! The amount of funds is too large, and the current unit has been changed to ‘the best immortal 

jade’!" 

In the mysterious black space, the currency unit became the best immortal jade, and the subsequent 

amount became 2456867208. 

Although in terms of numbers, it is more than 200 million. 



However, its unit is the best immortal jade! 

You know, 1 million lower-grade fairy jade is equal to a top-grade fairy jade. 

One billion inferior jade is worth only 1,000 top-grade jade! 

It can be seen that Su Lang is so rich and rich now, his net worth has increased hundreds of thousands of 

times! 

"System, first upgrade me the one-key empowerment function!" 

With sufficient funds, Su Lang immediately began to upgrade system functions. 

"Ding! Consumption of 1000 best immortal jade, the one-key empowerment function has been 

increased to 5, the current empowerment efficiency has been increased to 50%, and the number of 

initiations per day has been increased to 5!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the one-key empowerment function to level 5, and you have 

obtained the new bonus function ‘Gongfa empowerment’!" 

"Gong method empowerment: You can choose any exercise method to empower the specified target, 

and the current efficiency is 50%, which can make the target obtain a small level proficiency. 

"The number of exercises initiation and the number of cultivation base initiations are not related to each 

other!" 

The system prompt disappears. 

Su Lang's expression was stunned, and he was immediately delighted: "Unexpectedly, the second 

function of one-key empowerment turned out to be Gongfa initiation. I'm going farther and farther on 

the road of passing the gong grandfather!" 

After a while of joy, Su Lang continued to upgrade the one-key empowerment function. 

"Ding! Consumption of 10,000 Supreme Immortal Jade, the one-key empowerment function has been 

increased to 6 levels, the current empowerment efficiency has been increased to 60%, and the number 

of initiations per day has been increased to 6 times!" 

"Ding! Consuming 100,000 best immortal jade..." 

"Ding! Consume 10 million of the best immortal jade, the one-key empowerment function has been 

upgraded to 9 levels, the current empowerment efficiency has been increased to 90%, and the number 

of daily empowerments has increased to 9 times!" 

"Next, it will consume 100 million of the best immortal jade!" 

Su Lang took a deep breath and gave the order to continue upgrading, because at level 10, there will be 

a new bonus feature! 

"Ding! Consume 100 million of the best immortal jade, the one-key empowerment function has been 

upgraded to 10, the current empowerment efficiency has been increased to 100%, and the number of 

initiations per day has been increased to 10!" 



"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the one-key empowerment function to level 10. You have obtained 

the new bonus function ‘rule empowerment’”! 

"Rule empowerment: You can choose a rule you have comprehended to instill on the specified target. 

The current empowerment efficiency is 100%, which allows the target to fully comprehend the rule!" 

Chapter 792: Practice thirty levels with one key! 

"Fuck!" 

"Is it the rule after the exercises!?" 

"Rule empowerment, rules are something more difficult to understand than exercises. They are the 

moat for sanctification and the difficulties and obstacles of the road to immortality!" 

"But now I can actually empower others with the rules. Doesn't this mean that I can train Wu Sheng and 

Wu Xian in batches!?" 

"Well, it's a pity that I only have ten initiations now, so I can only make a quasi-sage a real martial-sage 

every day. 

"This efficiency is still too slow, let the quasi-sages go to Blue Star to understand it by themselves." 

"My ten times of empowerment will be used on key candidates, such as Chu Xiaobei and others." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang turned his attention to other system functions. 

"There are more than 100 million top-quality fairy jade left." 

"These top-quality jade are completely enough to raise one-key training and one-key martial arts to level 

30." 

"We must have two new bonus functions later, I don't know what it will be." 

A gleam of light flashed in Su Lang's eyes, and he immediately began to upgrade his one-key practice. 

"Ding! Consume 100 best immortal jade, the one-key training function is upgraded to level 26, and the 

training speed is increased to 8.95 billion times the speed of the basic training without lack of 

qualification!" 

"Ding! Consuming 1,000 best immortal jade...upgraded to level 27..." 

"Ding! Consume 10,000 best immortal jade..." 

"Ding! Consume 1 million of the best immortal jade, upgrade the one-key training function to level 30, 

and increase the training speed to 143.2 billion times the speed of the basic training without lack of 

qualifications" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the one-key training function to level 30. You have obtained the 

new bonus function "Shifang Inner World"!" 



"Ten Fang Inner Boundaries: When the host reaches the level of Martial Immortal, it consumes a certain 

amount of cultivation base to expand more Martial Immortal Inner Boundaries. The maximum number is 

ten!" 

The system prompt fell to Su Lang's ears, making him smile: "Sure enough, it's another extremely 

powerful feature! 

Generally, Wuxian has only one inner realm. Once it is deployed, it is the peak of combat power. 

However, I can have up to ten inner realms. How much combat power can be increased after 

deployment! ? 

Ordinary martial arts use the inner world as a hole card, so they dare not use it easily. Once they are 

destroyed, they will die! 

But I have ten inner realms, which can be used casually. If they are destroyed, they can consume the 

cultivation base and condense them again! 

In addition, there is something more against the sky. After the inner boundary of Wuxian reaches the 

realm of Emperor Wu, it can be upgraded to the universe of life! 

I have ten inner realms, and then I will have ten universes of life! What a pervert is this! " 

"Although I don't know what bonus the life universe has to Emperor Wu, it is not difficult to predict that 

I have ten life universes, and the combat power is absolutely outstanding!" 

Thinking of this, Su Lang couldn't help laughing, causing the martial artists around him to be confused, 

and I wonder why Lord Langdi suddenly laughed. 

Of course, they didn't dare to speculate, they could only stand there obediently. 

Su Lang quickly put away his smile and continued to upgrade system functions. 

Upgrading to level 30 at this time only consumed one million of the best immortal jade, only a fraction. 

"Ding! Consume 10 million of the best immortal jade, the one-key training function is upgraded to level 

31, and the training speed is increased to 286.4 billion times the speed of the basic training without lack 

of qualifications" 

"It's time to upgrade to one-click martial arts!" 

Su Lang did not continue to upgrade the one-key training, but began to improve the one-key martial arts 

function. 

"Ding! Consumption of 100 best immortal jade, one-key martial arts function increased to 26, the 

training speed increased to 89.5 million times the basic speed!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 1000 best immortal jade, the one-key martial arts function is increased to 27, 

and the training speed is increased to 179 million times the basic speed!" 

"Ding! Consume 10,000 best immortal jade..." 

"..." 



After spending 11111100 the best immortal jade, the one-key martial arts function has also been 

upgraded to level 31. 

The bonus function did not disappoint Su Lang either. 

There are two bonus functions for one-click martial arts training to level 30, one of which is ‘Seven 

Hearts’, which increases the number of simultaneous practice exercises to seven! 

There is nothing to say about this function. Su Lang is now looking at the information of the second 

bonus function. 

Chapter 793: The source of power! 

The 30th level bonus function of one-click martial arts is called ‘source of exercises’. 

"The source of the exercise method: the integrated exercise method formed by the unity of all the 

methods will produce the source of the profound meaning of the exercise method, which can be used to 

deduct powerful moves!" 

Seeing this system prompt, Su Lang showed joy between his eyes. 

This function of the'source of the practice' is obviously a supplement to the function of the'integration 

of all laws into one'. 

The ability to integrate all methods into one is to integrate all the exercises that Su Lang has practiced 

into one super exercise that encompasses all aspects. 

But the moves of the various exercises are still the original ones. 

Although Su Lang was able to retreat and repair, and gradually sort out more powerful moves, it would 

take too much time. 

Moreover, it is too difficult to sort out hundreds of exercises with one person's strength, and to 

eliminate the waste. 

So from the integration of the exercises to the present, Su Lang has not deduced and sorted out his own 

moves. 

Those original moves that come with the exercises are usually used to make a living, but once faced with 

a strong enemy, they appear to be stretched. 

Therefore, in this aspect of the move, Su Lang's shortcomings. 

Now, the ‘source of the exercise method’ integrates all the techniques of the exercises to form a unique 

source, from which various powerful moves can be performed. 

"This is really dozing off and sending pillows!" 

The corners of Su Lang's mouth raised slightly, appearing very satisfied. 

However, he did not immediately choose to perform the moves, because inside the mysterious black 

space, the six martial arts villains were about to complete the six exercises. 



Yes, it is so fast. 

Originally a holy level technique, it would take a day to complete the practice. 

But now the one-click martial arts function has been upgraded to level 31, and the training speed is 64 

times faster than at level 25! 

In just half an hour, you can practice a holy technique to the founding level! 

"Anyway, I still have a lot of top-quality jade." 

"Take advantage of this time to upgrade other system functions." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang issued an order to upgrade the clone dispatch. 

"Ding! Consuming 1000 of the best immortal jade, the clone dispatch function is upgraded to level 26, 

the number of clones is +1, and the current number of clones is 26!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 10,000 Supreme Immortal Jade, the clone dispatch function is upgraded to 27, 

the number of clones is +1, and the current number of clones is 27!" 

"Ding! Consuming 100,000 best immortal jade..." 

"Ding! Consume 1 million best immortal jade..." 

"Ding! Consume 10 million of the best fairy jade, the clone dispatch function is upgraded to 30, the 

number of clones is +1, and the current number of clones is 30!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on raising the clone dispatch function to level 30. You have obtained the new 

bonus function ‘Higher Spiritual Intelligence’!" 

"Higher spiritual intelligence: The spiritual intelligence level of the clone will be raised to the average 

level of a wise creature, no different from ordinary people!" 

"Higher spiritual wisdom?" 

"This bonus feature finally appeared!" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows. When he acquired the function of'medium psychic intelligence,' he knew 

that there would be a function of advanced psychic intelligence. 

Now, this feature has finally appeared. 

Su Lang is looking forward to this feature! 

Because, no matter how many subordinates there are, no matter how loyal those warriors are, there 

will be people who have a heartless day. 

However, the clone can be completely trusted and never betrayed. It is Su Lang's true confidant. 

At this time, the clones have a high level of spiritual wisdom, which is very convenient in many things. 

For example, Su Lang has always been thinking of the "super humanoid weapon". 



This heavy treasure needs a large number of warriors to control at the same time, if the clone can 

participate in it, it will be very beneficial to Su Lang's overall management. 

In addition, there are numerous benefits. 

At this moment, Su Lang looked at several avatars around him. 

I saw the light of wisdom flashing in their eyes, which seemed a lot more agile. 

After the two avatars looked at each other, they even winked at each other, and there was a feeling of 

flying brows, which was very strange. 

"Oh, even winks, not bad." 

Su Lang nodded in satisfaction, and temporarily put the clone dispatch function aside. 

"Next, it's the one-click treasure hunting function." 

Su Lang ordered, "System, upgrade me the one-click treasure hunting function to level 30!" 

"Ding! Consume..." 

"..." 

"Ding! Consume 10 million of the best immortal jade, the one-click treasure hunting function has been 

upgraded to level 30, and the number of treasure hunting flying flying gliders has increased to 2.86 

billion!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the one-click treasure hunting function to level 30. You have 

obtained the new bonus function "Soul Soul"!" 

Chapter 794: Treasure Hunting Flying Flying Soul 

After a series of system prompts, the one-click treasure hunt function was finally upgraded to level 30. 

Su Lang was a little excited to check the information about the new bonus function 

——Suohun: Treasure hunt flying flying gliders gain super tracking ability, even Emperor Wu cannot 

escape their tracking! 

"I didn't expect it to be such a feature!" 

"If this function was available when I was hunting down and scaring Xiao Lutian and Li Feilou before, I 

wouldn't have to bother to send the clones." 

"The emergence of this feature also means that these little flying squirrels have a real ability to'scout'!" 

Su Lang thought silently, and was also satisfied with this function. 

With this function, even in the vast Canglan Continent, it is very simple for Su Lang to find someone! 

"Try to see how it works!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth raised slightly, and he took out a piece of material from the storage 

space. 



This material is exactly the emperor grade material obtained from Xiao Lutian, with the aura of Xiao 

Lutian on it. 

Immediately after. 

A treasure hunting flying flying fly appeared in Su Lang's hands. 

Their appearance hasn't changed in any way, and they still have the appearance of a golden striped 

glider. 

"Find the original owner of this material." 

Su Lang put the emperor-level materials in front of the treasure hunting flying gliders. 

The Treasure Hunting Flying Flying Glider sniffed, and squeaked twice, indicating that he already knew 

what he was looking for. 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and dispatched the treasure hunting flying flying flying glider to the last place 

where he and Xiao Lutian met, which was the edge of the Honglian Emperor Clan. 

Moreover, Su Lang did not only dispatch this treasure hunting flying flying glider, but several thousand. 

It is worth mentioning that although there is only one treasure hunting flying flying glider who has 

sniffed Xiao Lan's breath, the remaining treasure hunting flying flying flying flying gliders seem to share 

information and all know what they are looking for. 

As soon as they appeared, Xiao Lutian's breath was immediately felt. 

However, because Xiao Lutian and Li Feilou were fighting before, the scope of the aura was very wide, 

so the treasure hunting flying flying strays immediately dispersed and searched around in an organized 

and orderly manner. 

Soon, they started flying to the west based on Xiao Lutian's breath. 

On the way, there were pits and potholes everywhere in the battle. It can be seen that Xiao Lutian and Li 

Feilou were both'lingering' on the way. 

Not long. 

The treasure hunt flying gliders finally found Xiao Lutian two people. 

They have been fighting, how far can they go? 

At this moment. 

Xiao Lutian and Li Feilou were fighting fiercely, and they continued to scold each other. 

"Li Feilou, you shameless old man, you don't even have an emperor-level technique. What qualifications 

do you have to inherit the inheritance of Emperor Wudi!?" 

"Xiao Luntian, the emperor-level inheritance of virtue is inhabited, you are a killer leader, and you don't 

know how many geniuses of Canglan Continent have been harmed, you are not qualified to inherit the 

inheritance of Emperor Wu!" 



"Humph! In the world of warriors, everything speaks with strength. Waiting for me to beat you half-

dead, let's see if you can say what virtuous people live in!" 

"Hahahaha, who do you think you are, you have hurt me a vellus after playing for so long!?" 

"Huh, stop talking nonsense, look at the trick!" 

"..." 

The two of them fought while scolding, and they had completely lost the tolerance of the emperor. 

But soon, the two found the treasure hunting flying flying flying around, and they were shocked. They 

both stopped in a tacit understanding, and they also moved closer to each other, quite meaning to join 

hands! 

Seeing their proficient movements, Su Lang almost laughed. 

"It's the flying squirrel raised by Emperor Su!" 

"What's the matter, why are they looking for it again? Doesn't Su Di plan to let us go!?" 

"Damn it, as long as we surrender all the net worth, we will be let go. This Su Di, is it the idea of a 

inheritance key...!" 

"Xiao Lutian, you idiot, do you dare to speak ill of Su Di? You don't want to kill me!" 

"..." 

The two leaned together, shivering at the treasure hunting flying flying flying around. 

Li Feilou was brewing for a while, and he handed over to one of the treasure hunting flying flying gliders: 

"I wonder what the Lord Su is looking for us?" 

Chapter 795: No need to pass on the key or something 

The treasure hunting flying flying glider couldn't speak, just staring at Xiao Lutian so firmly. 

Li Feilou was slightly pleased to see this: "Xiao Slutian, these treasure hunting flying flying gliders are all 

staring at you. Obviously they are here to find you. It has nothing to do with me, so you can do it 

yourself!" 

With that said, Li Feilou stopped talking. 

Xiao Lantian shivered fiercely, gritted his teeth, and showed humiliation to the treasure hunting flying 

flying glider: "Grandpa, please let me go. We will give you the key to the emperor's forbidden land!" 

"Xiao Slutian!" 

Seeing that Xiao Lutian was about to hand over the inheritance key, Li Feilou's mouth twitched. 

"Didn't you say it has nothing to do with you? Humph!" 

Xiao Lutian glanced at Li Feilou and snorted bitterly, "Don't let go, let me hand over the key to the 

emperor's forbidden land to Lord Su!" 



"you!" 

Li Feilou's face flushed, but he was unable to refute. 

But he doesn't want to let go, once the key is let go, it really has nothing to do with him! 

"Let go!" 

Xiao Lutian said, "You dead old man, do you want to kill me?" 

Li Feilou rolled his eyes and said coldly: "Why didn't you let go and let me dedicate to Lord Su Di?" 

"Su Di is clearly here to find me, I must come!" 

Xiao Lutian looked like he took it for granted, "Hurry up, don't let Master Su wait for a long time!" 

Li Feilou looked struggling and hesitated. 

Seeing this, Su Lang burst into laughter. 

He didn't care at all about the key to the emperor's forbidden land. 

Because the guard guarding the entrance was a very high-level imperial seal formation, but it was not at 

all troublesome for Su Lang. 

With just one hand of ‘control of the formation, you can usurp the control of the imperial seal formation 

and open it directly. 

Grab the key? 

It's just taking off your pants and farting. 

Soon. 

With a thought, Su Lang accepted the treasure hunting flying flying glider. 

Xiao Lutian and Li Feilou, who were arguing endlessly, were taken aback when they saw that the 

treasure hunting flying flying glider had disappeared. 

"I don't know why Emperor Osu suddenly came and left!" 

"Fortunately, he has no plans to break the unspoken rules, otherwise this only chance to become an 

emperor will be gone!" 

"..." 

When Xiao Lutian and Li Feilou were confused, they also breathed a sigh of relief. 

Immediately afterwards, the two men showed fear at the same time, and they moved apart, their eyes 

collided, and the fighting spirit was surging. 

"The key is mine!" 

"Fuck off, it's mine!" 



"Bah, you shameless killer boss, go to hell!" 

"..." 

Bang bang bang. 

The two fought again. 

Here, Su Lang took back the treasure hunt flying flying glider, and then checked his balance of the best 

immortal jade. 

Five system functions were upgraded, and a total of more than 155 million yuan was spent on the best 

fairy jade. 

So the balance is a little over 90 million. 

"Unfortunately, there is a difference of ten million." 

Su Lang shook his head regretfully, "Otherwise, I can still upgrade to one-key training or one-key martial 

arts." 

So far, this time upgrading system functions is over. 

at this time. 

The red-sleeved Wuxian who was as beautiful as a fairy pursed his small mouth, plucked up the courage 

to come to Su Lang and knelt down. 

This immediately attracted everyone's attention. 

"Tsk tusk, the fairy red sleeve is going up!" 

"Is she asking Master Langdi to accept her as a concubine?" 

"No, as far as I know, Hong Xiu Wuxian is not such a person." 

"Hehe, in front of a great existence like Emperor Lang, no matter how pure the woman is, she can't help 

being tempted!" 

"If it weren't for me to be a man, I would have gone up to fight with Hong Xiu Wuxian at this time." 

"Puff, let me give in, I want to stay away from this guy!" 

"..." 

While discussing, everyone looked at Hong Xiu Wuxian with the corner of their eyes. 

"What's the matter with you?" 

Su Lang looked at the slender and graceful Red-sleeved Wuxian who was kneeling in front of him, and 

asked faintly. 

"Master Langdi!" 



Hong Xiu Wuxian looked earnestly: "Hong Xiu Zai Wu Que Xian has a younger sister who can't give up. I 

beg Lord Langdi to allow me to meet them." 

"Well, then you go." 

Su Lang nodded and looked around at everyone, "As long as you have private affairs, handle it now. If 

you really have relatives and friends who can't let go, you can also bring them over, but the premise is to 

surrender your soul." 

With his family tied up, this is a good way for the monarch to restrain his men. 

But Su Lang is not interested in this. 

The fire of the soul has surpassed all restraints! 

Therefore, whether these subordinates should bring relatives and friends over is entirely voluntary. 

Chapter 796: Breakthrough, quasi wonderland! 

After Su Lang finished speaking, he used his system power to return to the sea fairy palace in the sky. 

Dozens of martial immortals and thousands of quasi-immortal great sages kowtowed at the location 

where Su Lang had been before, and then scattered in groups happily. 

After receiving Su Lang's medicine and exercises, and tasted the sweetness, everyone planned to 

persuade their relatives and friends to join Su Lang. 

Therefore, for the time being, none of them went directly to the Yaochi Saint Clan. 

It can be predicted that when they return, there will be more than two to three thousand people. 

... 

After Su Lang returned to the fairy palace, he put away the cauldron in front of him and all the materials. 

Soon. 

He sees himself internally, and his mind comes to the mysterious black space. 

I saw that the cultivator was already all golden, and obviously the accumulated cultivation base was long 

enough for Su Lang to improve his realm. 

"I am currently a nine-star Wusheng." 

"Although I didn't want to break through to the immortal level before the rules were not perfect, but 

breaking through to the quasi-senile level has no effect. 

Su Lang's heart moved, and he gave the system an order to break through. 

next moment. 

Endless liquid spiritual energy appeared in Su Lang's meridians, circling endlessly along the lines of the 

endless heart meridian, and gradually converged into the realm of Dantian Wusheng. 



But these auras didn't seem to be enough. There was a strong attraction coming from Su Lang's body, 

which directly attracted the Linghe outside the fairy palace. 

I saw the surging Linghe like an angry dragon passing through the fairy palace, plunged into Su Lang's 

body, and turned into majestic energy. 

Su Lang's martial sage realm is rapidly expanding with the support of endless aura! 

Before, when Wusheng Space was at the six-star level, it had the size of a country. 

At this time, the scope of Wusheng Space has expanded more than dozens of times! 

This vast space has an area of hundreds of millions of square kilometers, which is almost equal to the 

surface area of the Blue Star! 

In a sense, this is already a world. 

However, it was just a new world, with nothing in it, empty, like a dead place. 

Moreover, the rules are imperfect, and no creatures can be put in, otherwise they will undoubtedly die. 

The reason why Li Xianyang's inheritance space was able to enter people before was completely 

because that space had basically been integrated into the Canglan Continent, separated by only a thin 

space barrier. 

In addition to the expansion of Wusheng space, the outer ‘chaotic’ part has also expanded a lot. 

It is filled with thick platinum energy. 

The texture of these energy looks tighter, although it is liquid, it gives a feeling of tougher than steel. 

In addition to platinum energy, lightning grid-like matter of various colors has also become more. 

Obviously, although the cultivation realm cannot increase the types of rules, it can condense the same 

rules into more numbers. 

"Quasi Wonderland, here it is." 

"My world has also taken shape. Only after breaking through the piece of Wuxian, a real inner boundary 

can be formed." 

"At that time, even if the creatures can't thrive in it, they can still put living things in, and there will be 

no impact in a short time." 

"Furthermore, with me who has the function of'Ten Fang Inner Realm', I can consume a certain amount 

of cultivation to create a full ten inner realms!" 

There was a glimmer of light in Su Lang's eyes, and a little joy passed away. 

Next. 

Su Lang glanced at the cultivation villain again, and found that the cultivation base above did not lose 

much. 



The speed of his cultivation is now 143.2 billion times the speed of the basic cultivation of the Wuxia-

level genius. 

One second of cultivation is equivalent to a quasi-immortal with no lack of qualifications meditating for 

4540 years! 

One minute of cultivation is equal to 272,400 years! 

Under normal circumstances, a nine-star martial sage meditates, and it takes a full 1.6 million years to 

break through to the immortal. 

In less than six minutes, Su Lang can accumulate the cultivation base of Jiuxing Wusheng to break 

through to the quasi immortal! 

This shows how terrifying his cultivation speed is! 

"Such a fast cultivation speed, before I understand enough rules, I can definitely store endless 

cultivation skills." 

"These cultivation bases are of great use whether they are forcibly elevating the realm of subordinates 

or keeping the inner realm of creation." 

Su Lang nodded in satisfaction, then took out the cauldron and began to refine the parts of the super 

humanoid weapon. 

As for using the'source of the exercise' to deduct moves, you have to wait half an hour. 

Because there are still six Wusheng-level exercises that will be completed soon. 

If the move is performed at this time, after the exercise is completed, you have to perform it again, 

which is not cost-effective at all. 

Chapter 797: Comprehend the rules of space! 

"Fire!" 

Su Lang thought, a large number of flame rules appeared under the cauldron. 

Seeing the rules of fire, Su Lang couldn't help but think of the strange fire obtained from the blue star. 

"Even the fire rules cannot be derived." 

"I don't know when this strange fire mystery will be solved." 

Su Lang's heart moved, and he immediately threw his distracting thoughts aside, and began to refine the 

tool seriously. 

After refining a large number of parts, his movements became more and more proficient. 

In the past, only about a hundred parts were refined in one afternoon, but now 15 pieces were refined 

in less than half an hour. 

The refining speed has increased by 50%! 



That is when the fifteenth part is finished. 

The system prompt that Su Lang had been waiting for finally came. 

"Ding! "The Forbidden Code of Sky Trace Bliss" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "Sacred Jue of Magic Sun Aspiration" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "Mingyuan Tianji True Method" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "The Diluo Mountain and Sea Sacred Scroll" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "The True Scriptures of the Dead" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "The Secret Book of Iwara Heaven" has reached the founding level!" 

Su Lang's expression moved, and he put down the materials in his hands, he only felt six strands of 

warmth flowing out of his body, constantly circulating, moisturizing the limbs, every cell, and finally 

completely integrating into the body. 

"Six Saint-level exercises are completed!" 

"I can continue to comprehend the rules I need!" 

"Space, Yang, Fate, Gravity, Death, and Rock!" 

A hint of excitement appeared on Su Lang's face, and he immediately chose the'Space Rules' to 

comprehend. 

About a minute later. 

"Ding! The space rules have been understood, do you accept it?" 

"receive!" 

Su Lang chose to accept without hesitation. 

Immediately, a large amount of the profound meaning of the space rules appeared in Su Lang's mind, 

and it was severely branded, making him directly grasp the space rules. 

Of course, it is also the main rule of space, and there are no other derivation rules. 

However, the master rule is the best. Although the evolving rules are wonderful, they are far less 

important than the master rule. 

After mastering the rules of space. 

Su Lang suddenly felt a new understanding of the surrounding space. 

The space is divided into three layers. The first layer is the surface of the space, which is the side of the 

world. 

The surface of the space is intertwined with infinitely thin, infinitely many, and infinitely long spatial 

grids to form a grid of spatial grids. 



The interweaving points are spatial coordinates. 

If you tear apart the grid of space, you can tear the surface of space and see the second layer—space 

barriers. 

Space barriers are also composed of space metric lines, but they are not intertwined, there are no 

interweaving points, and no coordinates. 

Infinitely many, infinitely thin, and infinitely long spatial rhythm lines are parallel to form a space barrier. 

Because the metric lines that make up the space barrier are strictly parallel, the space barriers of the 

two spaces are also parallel. 

Unless they are broken with great power, they will never be intersected. This is the basis for the 

independent existence of space. 

Between the barriers of the two spaces is the third layer of space, where the turbulence of space is 

located. 

Because the time rules of some worlds are slightly different, the flow of time is different, which may 

cause some time turbulence between the two worlds. 

These two kinds of turbulence are very dangerous things, and the spatial turbulence will not be 

mentioned, as long as it cannot be resisted, it will be torn apart. 

The turbulence of time is even more terrifying. Once in, a martial sage is likely to die of old age in an 

instant, or time reverses, the cultivation base regresses, the age becomes younger, becomes a baby, 

becomes a fertilized egg... , It's right to die. 

The power of time is more powerful than space, and there is absolutely no resistance to existence 

without the rules of time. 

Even if you understand some time rules, you can only resist a little in the face of the turbulence of time. 

Once you can't get out, you still can't escape! 

But time turbulence is very rare. If you really encounter it, it must be blood mold for a thousand 

lifetimes! 

For example, there is also a slight time rule difference between Blue Star and Canglan Continent, but 

there has never been a time turbulence in the time and space cracks between the two. 

Closer to home. 

After Su Lang comprehended the rules of space, he had a deeper understanding of space, and the 

Wusheng realm immediately changed drastically! 

Chapter 798: The rules of yin and yang work together 

This is the space grid. 

Its appearance did not make Su Lang's Martial Saint Realm wider and larger, but its solidity was 

hundreds of times faster than before! 



"High-rise buildings start at the very end, and the foundation is the most important." 

"Space, as the most basic rule of the inner world, plays an unparalleled role in the structure of the inner 

world." 

"The general inner world of Wuxian, without comprehending the rules of space, directly derived and 

expanded from space, is fragile." 

"And I understand the rules of space. Once I break through the Wuxian, the inner boundary formed is 

definitely the most powerful one!" 

"In addition to having a huge effect on the inner world, the rules of space also have extremely abnormal 

abilities in battle." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, but he didn't see any movement, and a grid of space suddenly appeared around 

him. 

This layer of spatial grid appeared out of thin air, automatically opened a channel, and Su Lang suddenly 

disappeared. 

In the next instant, he appeared directly in another place. 

This is the ‘teleport’ ability, or ‘flash’, which is achieved using the rules of space! 

And this ‘blink’ ability can not only affect itself, but also other objects, and even enemies. 

"Photo!" 

Su Lang turned his eyes and stared at a wall of the room. With a move in his mind, the rules of the space 

flashed, and the wall moved closer in an instant. 

All of this takes almost no time, and the wall is as if it was there and never moved! 

"Such a magical effect, it can be used on the Taiji Meteorite Thunder." 

"Tai Chi Meteor Thunder God can be launched with the Jixian Cannon, but after all, there is still a 

process of launching and flying." 

"If you use a spatially regular shifting and transposition, you can put this big killer directly into the 

enemy's crotch, it's exciting to think about it!" 

Su Lang grinned, revealing a bad smile. 

Soon. 

He temporarily put the rules of space aside and began to comprehend the next new rule-Yang. 

The ‘yang rules’ are related to the fire rules, thunder rules, light rules, spiritual rules and even life rules. 

It is the opposite of the "rules of the Yin system," which is like the relationship between wood, water, 

fire and earth. 

It also took less than a minute. 



The system prompt appeared again, Su Lang did not procrastinate, and immediately chose to accept the 

rules. 

Suddenly, the'Yang System Rules' were directly imprinted into the depths of Su Lang's soul, and he was 

directly mastered perfectly. 

After mastering the "Rule of Yang System", Su Langdun felt warm, as if even the surface of his skin was 

exuding a faint light. 

A strange force of rules circulates in his body, constantly improving Su Lang's vitality, expelling obscure 

and filthiness, and purifying his whole body. 

Compared with before comprehending the rules of the Yang system, Su Lang's vitality and energy 

reserves at this time at least doubled. 

Moreover, not only the vitality has been greatly increased, but even the spiritual power has also 

increased a lot. 

After the mental power is improved, the mental attack power becomes more powerful. 

This is not over yet. 

The rules of Yin system that had been understood before suddenly emerged, forming a hazy gray-black 

galaxy. 

The tiny rays of light formed by the rules of the Yang system also flew out from Su Lang, gathering 

together like fireflies, forming a hazy golden galaxy. 

The two galaxies are like swimming fish, like dragons, chasing each other with their tails. 

"The two rules are combined!" 

"Maybe it can't be called a single yang system or yin system, but a complete yin and yang rule!" 

"The combination of the two rules has greatly improved each, and I can feel that my spirit has increased 

to a certain extent!" 

Su Lang felt like seeing the sea of insight, and saw the perfect sun bursting out with a more brilliant light. 

Strands of smoky silk hanging in the air, connected to the sun, like a corona of stars. 

Below, the humanoid shadows formed by thousands of souls, bathed in beams of light, sitting quietly, 

like a devout believer. 

In the distance, the edge of the sea of consciousness that was dark as chaos was opened up a lot. 

By this time, the area of this sea of consciousness world had reached several times the Wusheng space, 

reaching a range of one billion square kilometers, equivalent to the surface area of two blue stars. 

Chapter 799: Terrible death rule 

"The rules of yin and yang plus the rules of spirit make my mental power at this time far exceed ten 

times that of the martial arts of the same combat power." 



"It's also the spiritual power of the Sunshine level. If it weren't the old Wuxian of the ancient immortal 

level, I am afraid that I would not be able to resist a blow from my spiritual power!" 

"However, spiritual power involves the soul, so don't take it out to fight easily. It can only be used as a 

hole card." 

Su Lang smiled and shook his head, and then began to comprehend the next rule. 

The third rule is called'destiny'. 

It took less than a minute for Su Lang to comprehend this profound and profound rule. 

The ‘rule of fate’ is very mysterious and difficult to understand, but it is a very important rule for a 

world. 

The Canglan Continent is formed by 3,600 rules to protect the Canglan Continent and maintain the 

operation of the world. 

The rules of fate play a very important role in it. 

The so-called son of destiny, the lucky one, is to be confided by the avenue and blessed by the rules of 

fate, so that it will be smooth sailing, and even if it encounters danger, it will be able to overcome 

danger and even get huge benefits. 

Of course, the rules of fate are also two-sided, which can make you lucky and unlucky. 

People who suffer from bad luck may be the same for the rest of their lives. Even if they encounter good 

things, they will suffer from good fortune and become even worse! 

However, the destiny rules that make up the avenue are very terrifying, but the destiny rules 

understood by individuals are not so powerful. 

After comprehending the rules of destiny, a warrior cannot directly make someone lucky or unlucky, but 

can only gain mysterious deduction ability. 

For example, Zhu Xian is one of them. 

Even if he only knows Su Lang's name and a small part of his deeds, he can calculate more and 

completely irrelevant information out of thin air. 

In addition to the deduction ability, the warriors can also acquire a stronger instinct of ‘seeking for good 

and avoiding evil’, perceiving danger and perceiving opportunity, which is a more mysterious sensory 

instinct than the seventh sense. 

An unlucky person, if he understands the rules of fate, can change his fate to a certain extent and 

become a lucky one. 

"The rules of fate are pretty good." 

Su Lang touched his chin and thought, "But to me, it is more meaningful when forming the inner world 

and even the universe of life. 



In normal times, I also give people a fortune-telling. Whatever bad luck and danger of oneself can be 

broken with force..." 

Thinking of this, Su Lang closed his eyes, silently pondered Chu Xiaobei's message, and began to deduct 

it in his heart. 

Gradually, he seemed to see Chu Xiaobei's constant strength and strength, becoming a great existence 

that has remained unchanged in the long river of time. 

"Sure enough, Chu Xiaobei has a bright future." 

Su Lang's mouth bends slightly, "But this is also normal, after all, I have a man behind her." 

Chu Xiaobei, who was practising assiduously at Blue Star, suddenly frowned, couldn't help covering 

Cherry's mouth with her little hand, and lightly punched it. 

After hitting the cut, Chu Xiaobei looked confused: "I'm almost in the fairyland, and I won't catch a cold, 

so how can I still hit the cut, strange..." 

Closer to home. 

After Su Lang deduced Chu Xiaobei, he put the rules of fate aside and began to comprehend the fourth 

rule of gravity. 

The'rule of gravity' is also one of the main basic rules that constitute the world. Although it is not strong 

in combat power, it has a great effect. 

Next, there is the fifth rule, the mysterious "rule of death"! 

One minute later, Su Lang understood and mastered it. 

With the acceptance of the rules. 

Su Langdun felt that a strange and unique rule had come to him, blending into his body and soul. 

"The rule of death!" 

Su Lang looked serious and stretched out his right hand. 

In this right hand, he saw a different, unspeakable breath. 

Looking along the right hand to the arm, shoulder, and whole body, there is this kind of breath. 

They are ubiquitous in the body and soul, neither depleted nor supplemented, very strange. 

"This kind of breath is the breath of'life', the breath of'living'!" 

Su Lang whispered if he was enlightened, he looked at the wall and the ground, there was no such aura 

on it. 

Until, he took out the Youtian Sword. 

As soon as the Youtian Sword appeared, the two eyes on the top of the sword grid twitched. 

Soon, a line of poems came out of it. 



Chapter 800: All aspects improved! 

"Master, are you going to play Xiaoyou?" 

"Or does the master use me to pierce someone's body?" 

"Xiaoyou feels itchy, I really want to chop something off, okay with the master's head?" 

"..." 

Talking Xiaoyou kept talking about Sao, but it was innocent and innocent, which made people 

dumbfounding. 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, but he did not forget what was going on. 

He squinted his eyes and looked at Youtian Sword, and found that there was a layer of ‘breath of life’ 

attached to it mysteriously. 

It's just that the breath of Youtianjian's life is only richer in those two eyes, and the hilt of the sword is 

very thin. 

"Sure enough, all creatures have this kind of breath of life." 

"On the other hand, there are no dead objects such as pill medicine and materials on stone walls." 

Su Lang's eyes lit up slightly, and his mind immediately moved, and a clone appeared in front of him. 

The clone carried a ferocious and violent animal in its hands, and it seemed that there was no 

intelligence. 

"There is no intelligence, only instinctive animals, but also a breath of life!" 

Su Lang observed for a while, nodded slightly, and then tried to use the death rule to deprive the animal 

of the breath of life. 

The rule of death radiated from Su Lang, like an invisible flame, covering the struggling animal. 

next moment. 

The breath of life was immediately extinguished, and the animal became stiff and died directly. 

"This is the method of using the rule of death to kill people. It's really impossible to prevent!" 

Su Lang was surprised. With the death rule, he had another powerful hole card. 

This hole card is not irresistible, but if there is no “rule of life” corresponding to the rule of death, it will 

be necessary to pay a completely unequal price to block the attack of the rule of death. 

This is a super means of leapfrog combat! 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang understood the rules of the ‘rock system’. 



This rule can be regarded as a derivative rule of the'earth system', but it is a big branch and very 

important in the composition of the world. 

Moreover, Su Lang also felt that after comprehending this rule, his defensive power was obviously 

enhanced. 

"All six rules are understood." 

"I don't know how much my combat power has reached." 

Su Lang showed expectation and opened his attribute panel. 

"Properties panel!" 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: quasi cents 

[Attack level]: Three Tribulations Wuxian+ 

[Defensive Level]: Two Tribulations Wuxian+ 

[Shenfa Level]: Two Tribulations Wuxian+ 

[Endurance Level]: Two Tribulations Wuxian+ 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Sunshine 

[Mastering the exercises]: The Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Fas into One: Unnamed" (Xian-level, 

founding) 

[Activated system functions]: one-key practice function (level 31), one-key martial arts function (level 

31), clone dispatch function (level 30), one-key treasure hunt function (level 30), one-key alchemy 

function (level 15) ), one-key mixer function (level 15), one-key refinement function (level 15), one-key 

synthesis function (level 15), one-key initiation function (level 10), one-key decomposition function (no 

level) 

"A small level in all aspects? Not bad, not bad!" 

Su Lang looked at his attribute panel and nodded in satisfaction. 

At the Wuxian level, a small gap in the realm is a huge gap, which can cause a strong crushing force. 

It becomes extremely difficult to leapfrog! 

At this time, the four-dimensional attributes have improved to a small level in all aspects, which is 

already a very terrifying benefit! 

"Next, we have to practice more exercises to continue to understand the rules." 

Su Lang closed the attribute panel, licked his lips, and then began to choose exercises. 



This time, he finally planned to practice the immortal level exercises. 

Because the "Ten Thousand Laws into One: Unnamed" exercise method has been successfully promoted 

to the immortal level exercise method after integrating the newly practiced six holy level exercise 

methods. 

Therefore, if you practice the holy-level exercises again, its effect is not great, you must use the 

immortal-level exercises. 

Take out all the immortal level exercises and pile them on the ground. 

 


